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1. Introduction
In non-associative rings the crucial point is that a product of more
than two factors must be expressed with the aid of a certain bracketing.
Nevertheless a subset might exist where the product of a certain degree
does not depend on the brackets. Such subsets are a measure for the lack
of associativity of the ring. That is why in this paper we continue [1]
the study of the so called n-prod-associativity, i.e. the property that a
product of n elements does not depend on the bracketing. The concept
of the nucleus N in a non-associative ring R, i.e, the subset of R, the
elements of which are 3-prod-associative (3-PA) with any two elements
of R, is generalized by defining Gle(R), i.e. tho subset of R, the elements
of which are k-prod-associative (k-PA) with any k-l elements of R. It is
shown that Gk(R), like the nucleus (N = Ga(R)) are subrings of R, moreover
for k;;.4 the Gle's form a chain of ideals in R. As generally N is not an
ideal in R, it seems that N (\ 0 4 plays a more important role than the
nucleus N in the structure of a non-associative ring.
2. Definitions and notations
Let L(XI .•• x n ) denote the list of n-ary compositions of Xl, ... , Xn de-
termined by a binary composition, i.e. the list of different bracketed
n-products taken in order Xl, ... , X n ; the Xi are elements of a set X of
non-associative indeterminates. The number bn of the monomials (n-
products) in the list L(XI ... xn ) is bn = (2n - 2) !In !(n -I)! [2]. For example,
the monomials in the list L(XIX2XaX4) are ((XIX2)Xa)X4, (XI(X2Xa))X4,
Xl ((X2Xa)X4), Xl(X2(XaX4)) and (XIX2)(XaX4).
Two lists Land L' are connected, L ,...", L', if at least one product in
L equals a product in L'.
By a k-product in R (a non-associative ring) we mean a product of
k elements of R bracketed in one of the bk possible ways. If each k-product
in S (S k R) is stable, i.e, independent of bracketing, we call the set S
a k-prod-associative (k-PA) set.
Let Ale (k= 1,2, "', n) be subsets of the ring R, then the n-product
A IA 2 ... An is defined stable if the n-product al '" an is stable for arbitrary
ala E Ala (h= 1,2, ... , n).
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f3t(a1 an) or (Jia12 ...n denotes the i-th element in the list L(al ... an),
i = 1, 2, , bn. By a bracketed product of sets (Jt(A I An) or {JiAI2...n
we mean the set (Jt(al ... an) for all aj E Ai (j = 1, 2, , n).
The associator {at, a2, a3} is defined by (alu2)a3-al(a2a3) or (l12a3-ala23.
3. n-PA conditions
Let A j (j = 1, ... , k) be subsets of a ring R.
Lemma 3.1 For k;;.5 the k-product A 1A 2 ••• A k is stable if and only
if the (k -I)-products A I2A3 ... A k, A 1A23 ... A k, ... , AI ... A(k_l)k are
stable.
Proof: If k=5, let L ii and Lij,kl be defined by: LI2=L(al~3a4a5),
L 23= L(ala23a4a5), L34= L(ala2a34a5), L 45= L(ala2a3a45), L 12,34 =L(aI2a31a5),
LI2,45=L(aI2a3a45), and L 23,45 = L(a1a23a45) , where at EAt (i= 1, ... ,5).
Using the concept of connectedness introduced in section 2 one obtains:
L 12 ,....." L 34, L 12 ,....." L45 and L 23 ,....." L45; the products in each of the lists L ii
are stable by assumption, hence all the products appearing in these lists
are mutually equal. Since all the products in L(a1 ... a5) appear in L 12,
L 23, L 34 and L45, the proof for k = 5 is finished.
For k » 5 the proof may be established by induction.
Rem arks: 1) In all the lemmas and theorems of this section the
necessary part of the proof is omitted since it is obvious.
2) For k= 4 the lemma 3.1 is not valid. One needs a further condition.
Lemma 3.2 The 4-product A 1A2A3A4 is stable if and only if the
3-products A 12A3A4, A IA 23A 4 and A 1A2A34 are stable and ((A 1A2)A3)A 4=
= (A 1(A2A 3))A 4•
Proof: LI2=L(aI2a3a4) and ~4=L(ala2a34) are obviously connected.
The second condition ascertains that L 12 is connected with L 23= L(ala23a4),
which concludes the proof.
Lemma 3.3 The k-product AI ... A k (k;;'4) is stable if and only if
{(J1I(A I ... Ail), (Ji2(Ail 11 ... A h +i2), (Jla(A h+j2+1 ... Ah+i2+ja)}'
·{Jt4(Ah+i2+h'-l ... Ak)=O
and {(Jml(A 1 ... A hl), (Jm2(A hl+1 ... A hl- h2), {Jma(Ahlih2il ... Ak)}=O for any
natural jr, j2, h, hi, hz satisfying jl + j2+h < k and hi +h2< k and any
bracketing {J.
Proof: Using lemma 3.1 k-4 times successively one obtains the
following necessary and sufficient condition:
{JS({JPI (AI ... A ql)· (JP2(A ql+1 ... Aql~q2)'(Jp3(Aql~q2+1 ... A ql+Q2+Qa)'
. (Jp4(Aql+Q2+Qa+1 ... At))
is independent of the bracketings {J for qi, qz and q3 any natural numbers
such that qi ~ qz -+- q3< k. Now using lemma 3.2 the proof is finished.
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Remark: In the first part of the proof it was assumed k > 4. If k= 4
this lemma is the same as lemma 3.2.
Theorem 3.1 A ring is 4-PA if and only if R2 C Nand {R, R, R}R~ O.
Proof: This is a corollary of lemma 3.2.
Theorem 3.2 For k>5 a ring R is k-PA if and only if R2 C (h_l(R).
Proof: This is a corollary of lemma 3.1.
Theorem 3.3 A ring R is k-PA if and only if {Rm, R», Rp}-=O and
{RS, Ri, RU}Rv= 0 for any natural numbers m, n, p, 8, t, 1t and v that
satisfy rn+n;-p=k and 8 H+Uf-v=k.
Proof: This is a corollary of lemma 3.3.
Theorem 3.4 A ring R is k-PA if and only if
({Jml(1'l .•. 1'hl){Jm2(1'hl+l '" 1'hl+h2)){Jma(1'hlth211 ... 1'k)=
={Jm.h ... 1'h1)({Jm5(1'hIll ... 1'hl+h2){Jm6(1'hl+h2+1 ... 1'k))
and ((1'l{Jt 1(1'2 ... 1'k_2))1'k_l)1'k= h({Ji2(1'2 .•• 1'k_2)1'k_l))1'k for any natural hI
and h2 such that hI -;- h2< k and any bracketing {J.
Proof: Using the first condition of tho theorem one obtains:
{Jkl(1'l ... 1'h1+h2)({Jk2(1'hl1h2+1 ... 1'hllh2+ha){Jk~(1'hl,h2-i: ha..l ... 1'k)) =
({Jil (1'1 ••• 1'h1){J12(1'hl+l •.. 1'hl+h2))({Jk2(1'hl+h2.. 1 rh1+h21 ha)
{Jka(1'hll h2+ha+l ... 1'k)) = {Ji l (1'1 ... 1'hl)({J12(1'hl+l rh l 1h2)({Jk2(rh l+h 2l-1 '"
rhph2+ha){Jks(1'hl+h2Iha+l ... rk))) = {Jml(1'l .•. 1'hl)({Jm2(1'hl+l ... 1'h1-lh2)
{Jma(1'h l+h 2,1 ... rk)) for l<.h3<.k-h1--h2 - 1.
In a similar way we can prove that:
{Jml(1'l r"I)({Jm2(1'h1..l ... 1'hph2){Jma(rhlt-h2+1 ... 1'k)) =
({Jtl h 1'Sl){Jt/1'S1+! 1'hl)){Jta(1'hl +1 ... 1'k) for 1< 81 < hI - 1. Secondly:
({JlI(1'l r m){JJ2(1'm1+l 1'ml+m2»{JJa(rml+m2+1 ... 1'k)=
({JJ.(1'1 1'm1+m2){JJ5(1'mllm2+1 ... 1'k_2))(1'k_lrk) = {JJ6(rl ... rk_2)(1'k_l rk) =
({Jnl(1'l 1'h+J2){Jn2(rlI+J2+1 1'k_2))(rk_lrk) =
{Jq,h rJItJ2)({Jq2(1'lI+J211 rk_2)(rk_lrk))'~
({Jml(1'l •.. 1"1I){Jm2(1'lI+1 ... rj.1J2)){Jmah1+J2 11 ... 1'k).
In words: Each 3-product of type (... ) (... ) (... ) in which the third factor
contains at least two elements, can be replaced by a similar 3-product.
In view of symmetry it is clear that the same is valid for a 3-product
in which the first factor consists of at least two elements. It only remains
to show that a 3-product in which the first and the third factor contain
exactly one element is equal to any other 3-product. To prove this, one
needs the second condition. This involves: ((1'l{Jt l(r2 ... 1'k_2))rk_I)rk=
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= (rl(fh1.h ... rle_Z)rle_l))rle and the left hand may be written in the form:
(/h1(rl ... rh1)/h 2(rh1+l ... rh1+h2 ) ) {Jle3(rh1+h2+1 ... rle). Hence a product of k
elements is stable and this is the end of the proof.
Theorem 3.5 If R is a k-PA ring, then Rh is an n-PA ring if
h;;;.[(k+n-l)Jn]. The proof is obvious.
4. The nucleus and a generalization
Let GIe(R) or shortly Gle denote the subset of R such that any k-product
in R containing at least one element of GIe, is stable. By this definition
as stated in the introduction the nucleus N of R is G3(R). In the following
theorems where subrings and ideals are involved the subsets are obviously
additive groups, so that this part of the proof is omitted.
Theorem 4.1 GIeR C GIe_1 and RGIe C GIe_1 for k;;;.4.
Proof: For any r E Rand g E Gle any k-product in R containing gr
or rg as successive factors, is stable since g E Gle . Hence any (k-l)-product
in R containing (gr) or (rg) as one factor is stable.
Theorem 4.2 If g E ale, then g E GIe+1 for k » 4, i.e.
G4 C G5 C G6 C ...
Proof: To prove this theorem one has to show that the (k+ 1)-
products 7'1 r!gri+1 ... r» (i = 1, ... , k) and grl ... r» are stable for any k
elements 1'1, , r» in R. It will be enough to prove that the k-products
(rlrZ) r!gri+l rle, ... ,1'1 ... (rig)ri-tl '" ric, 1'1 ... rt(gri+d ... rle, ... ,
rlrZ rlgr!+1 (rle_lrle)
are stable. All these products except
PI = 1'1 ... (rig)r!+l ... rle and P z = 1'1 ... r!(gr!+I) ... rle
are stable by the assumption that g E Ole. To prove that the k-products
PI and Pz are stable one can usc the same method as in the proof of
lemma 3.1. E.g.: assume k = 4 and consider the case PI = 1'1(rzg)r3r4 and
PZ=rlrZ(gr3)r4. Define L1=r,(L(rzgr3r4)), L4=(L(rlrzgr3))r4, L1Z=L(rlzgr3r4)
and L 34= L(rlrzgr34). Using the concept of connectedness as defined in
section 2, one obtains: L4 ,......, LIz, L34 ,......, L1 and L34 ,......, LIZ and the proof
is finished in this case. The case that g is in another position, is treated
in the same way.
Theorem 4.3 Gle is a subring of R for k>3.
Proof: For k=3 this is well known. For k;;;'5 it is a corollary of the
theorems 4.1 and 4.2: GlezCGIe_1CGIe. Finally k=4: Each 5-product
containing glgZ as successive factors (gl and gz in ( 4) is stable since G4 C G5
by theorem 4.2.
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Theorem 4.4 The chain of subrings of R: G4 ~ Gr, ~ ... ~ R, is a
chain of ideals in R.
Proof: For k » 5 it is a corollary of the theorems 4.1 and 4.2. For
k = 4: Each 5-product containing gr or 1'g as successive factors is stable
for g E G4 since 0 4 ~ Gs (theorem 4.2).
Theorem 4.5 N n G4 is an ideal in R.
Proof: For any r in Rand n in N n G4 by theorem 4.1 nr and 1'n
are in Oa = N and by theorem 4.4 n1' and rn are in G4 •
Defini tion Let K" be defined by K,,= G" n G"+l. Using this definition
and theorems 4.4 and 4.5 one obtains: K 4=G4 , Kr,=G s, ... and
Theorem 4.6 K a C K 4 ~ K s ~ ... is a chain of ideals in R.
Theorem 4.7 The following four conditions are equivalent:
(1)
(3)
RN ~ N, N{R, R, R}=O,
NR ~ N, {R, R, R}N ~O,
(2) NR ~ N, RN ~ N
(4) N~G4
Proof: If n E N, 1'1,1'2 and 1'a E R, then:
(IX) ((n1'dr2)1'a=-- (n(rl1'2»ra= n((r1r2)1'a),
(f3) (rln )(1'21'a) = - rl (n(1'2ra» = rl( (nr2)ra),
(y) (rl(1'2n»1'a ~ ((r11'2)n)ra = (1'lT2)(nra),
(b) rl((1'21'a)n) = 1'1 (r2(ran» = (rlhra»n,
(nrI)(r21'a) = n(rl(1'21'a»
((rln)r2)ra = (rl(nrZ))ra
rl(rZ(n1'a» = 1'l((1'2n )1'a)
(1'l1'Z)(ran) = ((rlr2)1'a)n.
If (4) is valid, then it is obvious that (1), (2) and (3) are corollaries of
(IX), (f3), (y) and (0). If (1) or (2) or (3) is valid, then from (IX), (f3), (y)
and (0) it follows that (4) is valid.
Theorem 4.8 If a ring R has a regular element 1', then in the chain
of ideals K" (h:>3) one has Kh=Kh+1 ~N.
Proof: ji'irst of all it can be proved that «, ~ N for h> 3. K a~ N
by dofinition. If K 4 contains an element g with g rt N, then there exist
elements a and b in R such that either (ga)br-g(ab), or a(gb)¥(ag)b or
a(bg)=F(ab)g. Let us assume that (ga)b=Fg(ab). But since gEK4 the 4·
product gabc is stable for any c in R, hence ((ga)b)c= (g(ab))c. This involves
that each c of R is a zero-divisor, contrary to the assumption. Hence
K 4 ~ N. By the same reasoning one obtains: K 5 ~ N, .... Secondly, it is
clear that Ka=K4 , because Ka=N n G4=K4 . If Kr, contains an element
k with k rt K 4 , then each product kabed with a, b, c and d in R is stable.
In particular kabcr (r is the regular element of R) is stable and consequently
kabc is stable. In the same way one obtains akbc, abkc and abck are stable,
hence k E K 4 i.e, K 4 = Ks. By the same process one obtains Kr,=K6, etc.
Corollary I: If R has a regular element and the nucleus N is an
ideal in R then N = K h for h » 3.
19 Indagationes
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Corollary 2: If R has a regular element and N is not an ideal in R
then K h=Kh+1 (h>3) is a proper ideal in N.
These are corollaries of theorems 4.7 and 4.8.
Remarks: 1) If there is a j such that K rl=Ki+l (j>3) then all the
elements of R are zero divisors.
2) The ideals K h may be non-associative only if R is composed of
zero-divisors.
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